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Chapter 1 : Manchester Museum unearths the Ancient Egyptians for families - Kids In Museums
Dion's Bureau of the Centre for the Study of Surrealism and its Legacy is both a repository for the detritus of museum
life and a working process, classifying the museum's un-classifiable whilst exploring the bureaucratic workings of the
institution.

The catalogue is now out of print and the text is republished with thanks to the gallery. Surrealism and
Graphic Design uncovers the presence of an alternative tradition in graphic design. Many of the most
suggestive early examples came from Czechoslovakia, where Surrealism would become a lasting influence.
Subsequently, Surrealist ideas and images had a profound impact on image-makers in every sphere of art and
design, and by the s the effects of Surrealism were widely felt in international graphic communication.
Uncanny traces this intermittent line of development up to the present. It would be mistaken to describe this
lineage as representing a movement. Surrealistic design is not a group activity, it has never cohered into a
dominant tendency within graphic design, and histories of design have said little about it. Work showing a
strong debt to Surrealism emerges only when a graphic artist or designer appears who is attuned to this way of
thinking, dreaming and imagining. Most graphic design conforms to an underlying grid, a sense of structure
and professional good taste, which brings order but also imposes limits. The images and designs in Uncanny
break free from these bureaucratic restrictions and follow the impulses of a wayward, subjective, dreamlike
logic to arrive at their own kind of equilibrium and form. Surrealism offered a psychic mechanism to gain
access to a superior reality. Graphic artists of the postwar years, inheriting this lexicon of anatomical images,
broke the body into fragments, cutting out lips, breasts and limbs, and peeling away the skin to expose the
bones that give the body structure, and the organs that animate it. Mundane images of everyday reality could
be cut up and reassembled in magical new configurations that subverted bourgeois preconceptions, values and
rationality. ERNST used collage to reanimate old engravings with spine-tingling jolts of psychic power. In the
s, innovative Czech poster designers drew heavily on this tradition of radical collage-making. To be truly free,
a person must first recognize, and then act on, his or her desires. Surrealist art abounds with female
love-objects who possess for the artist the power of the poetic muse. The found object, too, can be a
realization of secret desire. Dreams are tableaux from this hidden realm and Surrealist art repeatedly confronts
us with extraordinary images originating in the depths of the nocturnal imagination. This is the aspect of
Surrealism that has exerted the strongest influence on later generations of graphic artist. As a student at
Cranbrook Academy of Art, where he is now head of graphic design, Earls began to develop a militantly
subjective graphic language, influenced by the examples of ERNST and Kurt Schwitters. A series of posters
promoting the departments at Cranbrook uses digital imaging to fashion monstrous mutations that appear to be
simultaneously organic and artificial. Ernst , a self-taught artist educated in philosophy, was a master of the
irrational juxtaposition of unrelated elements. He founded the Cologne Dada group in and his first exhibition
in Paris in was greeted enthusiastically by the emerging Surrealists. Georges Bataille made it his leitmotif in
Story of the Eye and the Critical Dictionary â€”30 , which he edited, contains a long entry on the mysteries of
the eye: In , after studying painting, sculpture and graphic art, Klimowski moved to Warsaw to study poster
design and film animation. After returning to the UK in , Klimowski applied his surreal images, often
featuring angelic beings, to book cover design and editorial illustration. In , he published his first wordless
graphic novel, The Depository: The marvelous One of the central and most enduring concepts of Surrealism.
The marvelous in French, le merveilleux is an alert, elevated, otherworldly state of mind, a moment when
reality seems to open up and disclose its essence more fully. This revelatory disturbance of the senses can be
induced by poems, paintings, photographs and objects of uncertain purpose; by enigmatic arrangements of
merchandise gloves, mannequins, artificial limbs encountered in shop windows; by especially atmospheric
parts of the city discovered by chance while walking; or by the radiant face of a loved one. Since , they have
created a series of posters for the Centre Dramatique de Bretagne, a small theater in Lorient. Quay Brothers,
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music poster, Quay Brothers b. In the s and early s, they produced graphic images for posters and book covers
before committing themselves entirely to film-making. Much of their early graphic work is now lost and
overlooked, but the Duet Emmo poster gives a flavor, and their ornate calligraphic film titles seem to emanate
from a parallel reality. Drawing on sources that include the scatological marginalia in medieval manuscripts,
Hieronymus Bosch , antiquated technology, medical illustrations and Surrealism, Rosen has created a bizarre
alternative universe where the troubled BODY exists in ambiguous symbiotic union with strange machines.
Depictions of Anatomical Blasphemy, and he has continued to find outlets within commercial media for
disturbing and even horrific imagery that makes no concessions to the casual viewer. Schorn attended medical
school for two years before turning to photography and design. Oblivious to the dictates of artistic fashion or
taste, he pushed his imagination to the limit, plunging viewers into an alarming psychological reality where
the bulging corpulence of the BODY, representing life and DESIRE, is forced into an inescapably intimate
embrace with the monstrous corruption of DEATH. The typography of old advertisements and the crude
vernacular paintings used to promote bizarre sideshow attractions add to the sense of unfathomable mystery.
His Portable Cabinet collages , many featuring BODY parts and organs, were the first to make use of source
material printed in color, as though the deranged monochromatic dream-world discovered by Ernst could now
be viewed in hallucinatory Technicolor. In Historia Naturae, Suita , he uses found imagery â€” old black and
white engravings and lithographs â€” cut together in rapid, rhythmical montages to lay bare the rapacious
appetites of man: Karel Teige, book cover, Teige, Karel â€”51 Czechoslovakian writer, critic and graphic
designer. His book and magazine design greatly influenced other designers. He also produced many
autonomous collages that obsessively subjected photographs of the female BODY to erotic fragmentation.
Teissig, Karel â€” Czechoslovakian painter, graphic artist and illustrator. Teissig was one of the pioneers of
COLLAGE in Czech film poster design and tended to concentrate on drama, mystery and horror films best
suited to his powerfully emotive style. The visual influence of Surrealism can be seen in many of his most
compelling images. It makes no difference to the effect whether the original source of this emotion, which
could be highly familiar, was intrinsically disturbing or not. In many Surrealist images, something ordinary
and familiar, suddenly perceived as a symbol, becomes disruptive and strange. Coincidence and repetition are
uncanny. The doll , an inanimate object that nevertheless suggests the presence of life, is uncanny. Domenico
Remps, Cabinet of Curiosities, oil on canvas, s Wunderkammer The first museums were Wunderkammern,
cabinets of curiosities assembled by wealthy 17th-century scholars and collectors for the education and
amusement of themselves and their acquaintances.
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Chapter 2 : A major solo exhibition by American artist Mark Dion opens this February - Whitechapel Gallery
Bureau of the Centre for the Study of Surrealism And Its Legacy (Opus Projects S.) First Edition Edition.

Mark Dion Surrealism and Design: Are there, then, other ways in which Surrealism persists as a meaningful
reference for a particular visual sensibility or category of experience? The office behind the glass door
inscribed with this legend bears no relation to the efficient modern interior one might have expected. It looks
more like the rarely visited refuge of a Victorian curator. The pages abound with photographs of objects from
the collection: For instance, catalogue no. Breton, too, was a collector. The display includes a statuette from
New Guinea, a pendant from the Solomon Islands, Aboriginal bark paintings and an American Indian mask
mixed up with works by Kandinsky, Picabia and Miro. The most celebrated example of a contemporary
Wunderkammer, the Museum of Jurassic Technology in Culver City, Los Angeles, is the place where all these
strands of inquiry connect. As Lawrence Weschler revealed in his gripping account of the enigmatic museum,
Mr. Wilson sees the museum as offering a public service, an environment in which visitors can change,
seemingly in the most profound though tantalisingly unspecified ways. These devices, in concert with small,
undramatic photographs and authoritative diagrams, suggest an educational institution that is entirely serious
about advancing public knowledge of the Lower Jurassic whatever that might be. They reinstate the
discredited idea of mystery, offering glimpses and flashes of the marvellous, in the best tradition of
Surrealism, which cannot be rationalised or explained away. The numinous object The idea of the cabinet
packed with stupendous wonders now exerts a considerable hold in contemporary visual culture. The more
fully optimised and over-determined our Web 2. The Proceedings of the Athanasius Kircher Society website
now suspended , named in honour of the prodigious seventeenth-century polymath, was a portal to museums
of the strange devoted to hair, food anomalies, counterfeits, medical meteorology, unworkable devices and
other exotica. The BibliOdyssey blog, subject of a new book from designers and publishers Fuel, channels a
continuous stream of arcane antiquarian images discovered in the online treasure chests of libraries and
institutions around the world. Cabinet, the most conceptually adventurous visual arts magazine to appear in
the past decade, makes the Wunderkammer connection the basis of its editorial policy, and every issue
provides a beguiling array of curiosities and wonders. In recent months, Cabinet has helped to incubate
another project undertaken in the same spirit of intellectual playfulness, which is folded into its pages. Their
purpose, art historian Simon Baker suggests in Undercover Surrealism, was to destabilise, undermine and
debunk. One of the most pointed attempts to explore the idea of the marvellous object comes from Peter
Blegvad, artist, musician and author of a cult cartoon strip collected as The Book of Leviathan see Eye no.
Atlas stays small and independent to resist the homogenising tendencies of contemporary publishing and
bookselling, and to preserve the integrity of its project. There can be a fine line between a routine work of
non-fiction and an authentic work of wonder. The same unwavering focus on a single subject, presented with
quirky design details that hint, in this case, at the fantastic, macabre and melancholy can be found in Final
Exits: Both volumes are, in a real sense, cabinets of curiosities. Even information about strange forms of death
â€” latex sensitivity, geographic tongue a disease , spontaneous combustion â€” can be treated, and admired,
as a kind of collection. For an even more telling example of the book as container for a contemporary cabinet
of marvels we turn again to Laurence Weschler. The book takes the form of a series of illustrated essays in
which he dilates on the networks of association â€” we might say the implicasphere â€” that arise from images
that resemble each other in form and content. There is room for two text columns, divided by a narrow rule
and held in position by a box. Essay titles, page numbers and pictures are all centred. This kind of finicky
typographic reserve is more or less a house style and, as with other page designs considered here, we are
invited to take the layout straight. The Surrealists hoped to bring about a poetic re-animation of the way we
conduct our lives. In whatever setting the Wunderkammer reappears â€” within the museum, on the printed
page, or on the Web â€” it provides a door leading to a domain of marvels where the unadulterated spirit of
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Surrealism lives on. First published in Eye no. It is available from all good design bookshops and online at the
Eye shop , where you can buy subscriptions and single issues.
Chapter 3 : Mark Dion - Artists - Tanya Bonakdar Gallery
Bureau of the Centre for the Study of Surrealism And Its Legacy (Opus Projects S.) by Dion, Mark.

Chapter 4 : Specific Object : Book Works
"Recalling the short-lived Bureau de Recherches SurrÃ©alistes of - part information centre and 'public relations' office,
and part surrealist archive - Mark Dion has trawled the Manchester Museum's own collections and found the raw
material for this book and a new installation in the museum.

Chapter 5 : A Dictionary of Surrealism and the Graphic Image: Design Observer
Lomas, D, Dezeuze, A & Kelly, J , Mark Dion: Bureau of the Centre for the Study of Surrealism and its Legacy. Book
Works, London.

Chapter 6 : Mark Dion | LibraryThing
In April Manchester eScholar was replaced by the University of Manchester's new Research Information Management
System, Pure. In the autumn the University's research outputs will be available to search and browse via a new
Research Portal.

Chapter 7 : Low Residency â€“ Eng Agger Â· MA Fine Art Digital
The authentic spirit of Surrealism lives on - in projects based on curious collections that celebrate the strange and
numinous Surrealism's assumptions and attitudes, its embrace of individual desire and celebration of the obsessional,
fantastic and strange, can now be found in fiction, comic.

Chapter 8 : theinnatdunvilla.com: Mark Dion: Books, Biography, Blogs, Audiobooks, Kindle
Inspired by cinema as well as Surrealism and Minimalism, Dion's tableaux also draw on his expeditions. I was especially
excited about exploring Bureau of the Centre for the Study of Surrealism and its Legacy, and Tate Thames Dig,

Chapter 9 : Museum and Society â€” University of Leicester
Mark Dion's Bureau of the Centre for the Study of Surrealism and its Legacy, which opened at the Manchester Museum
in May , seems to represent a crossover between an old curator's office, a storage room and a sixteenth-.
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